
Age Only I would not make age a categorical variable. 

It is naturally a continuous variable and easier to analyze as a continuous variable.

Select one forced choice

Under 20

20-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61 plus

Gender:

Self-describe (not forced choice)

Are you a current SIP member? (Yes/No)

Are your membership fees currently paid to date:  (Yes/No)

Are you a psychologist? (Yes/No)

Are you from an affiliated field? (Yes/No) if Yes, which field? (narrative)

Are you a member of the APA? (yes/no)

To what degree do you feel SIP should be advocating with the APA? (likert)

To what degree is SIP effective in advocating with the APA? (likert)

Please explain: (narrative):  DO YOU WANT THIS TO BE OPEN ENDED? I see two questions here.

We know we are not effective.<---I would leave that out. Don’t set the stage for negativity.

1. We are trying to identify if SIP can be more effective working with APA. If we want to be more 

effective, what can we do differently?

2. Alternatively do you recommend maintaining a clear and distinct separation from APA?

Where are you at in your professional development? (forced choice)

Undergraduate Student

Graduate Student 

Early career professional (1-10 years post graduation)

Mid career professional (11-20 years post graduation)



Late career professional (21 plus years post graduation)

Retired

Where do you conduct your work? (check all that apply)

Clinical settings 

Research

Academic

On a reservation

In an urban setting

Predominantly working with indigenous people

Predominantly working with non-indigenous people

Tribal affiliations (list all that apply)?

To what degree are you involved in traditional indigenous practices? (use likert)

Who do we serve as an organization? (narrative box)

What initially appealed to you about becoming a SIP member:

(check boxes, all that apply)

Research

Opportunities for writing

Connection or reconnection with native community

Learning about cultural or traditional values

Learning about upcoming conferences 

Learning about opportunities for continuing education

Mentoring

Networking

Social support

Social Justice endeavors

Leadership opportunities

Resources on culture specific treatments and interventions

Resources on current culturally informed research

What would make SIP valuable to you in the future?



(do as forced rank order in survey)

Research

Opportunities for writing

Connection or reconnection with native community

Learning about cultural or traditional values

Learning about upcoming conferences 

Learning about opportunities for continuing education

Mentoring

Networking

Social support

Social Justice endeavors

Leadership opportunities

Resources on culture specific treatments and interventions

Resources on current culturally informed research

Have you attended the SIP conference before? (yes/no)

What would attract you to coming to the conference? (narrative)

What do you need that hasn’t yet been asked in order to stay engaged with SIP? (narrative)

What skills, attributes or gifts would you be willing to share with SIP: (narrative)

We need a question on the listserv functioning…open to ideas! Do you have ideas on how to make the 

listserv communication work better?


